Friendly Adversarial Training:
Attacks Which Do Not Kill Training Make Adversarial Learning Stronger
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Purpose of adversarial learning
• Adversarial data can easily fool the standard trained classifier.
• Adversarial training so far is the most effective method for obtaining the adversarial
robustness of the trained classifier.

Minimizing !"#$

Decision
boundary

Training data
Purpose 1: correctly classify the data.
Purpose 2: make the decision boundary thick so that no data is encouraged to fall
inside the decision boundary.

Conventional formulation of adversarial training
• Minimax formulation:
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Outer minimization

Inner maximization

• Projected gradient descent (PGD) – adversarial training approximately realizes this minimax
formulation.
• PGD formulates the problem of finding the
most adversarial data as a constrained optimization
(>)
problem. Namely, given a starting point 𝑥 ∈ 𝒳 and step size 𝛼, PGD works as followed:
𝑥 (AB') = Π;
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The minimax formulation is pessimistic.
• Many existing studies found the minimax-based adversarial training causes the severe
degradation of the natural generalization. Why?
The adversarial data generated by PGD

The cross-over mixture problem!

Is the minimax formulation suitable to the adversarial training?

Min-min formulation for the adversarial training
• The outer minimization keeps the same. Instead of generating adversarial data 𝑥0*
via inner maximization, we generate 𝑥0* as follows:
𝑥0* = arg 𝑚𝑖𝑛:∈;(:
ℓ(𝑓 𝑥= , 𝑦* ) s.t. ℓ 𝑓 𝑥= , 𝑦* − minℓ 𝑓 𝑥= , 𝑦* ≥ 𝜌
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• The constraint firstly ensures 𝑦* ≠ arg min ℓ 𝑓 𝑥= , 𝑦* or 𝑥= is misclassified, and
R∈𝒴

secondly ensures the wrong prediction of 𝑥= is better than the desired prediction
𝑦* by at least the margin 𝜌 in terms of the loss value.

Adversarial data by min-min and minimax formulation

A tight upper bound on the adversarial risk
The adversarial risk 𝕽XYZ 𝑓 ≔ 𝔼
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𝟙{∃ 𝑋 d ∈ 𝐵 𝑋 : 𝑓 𝑋 d ≠ 𝑌}
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Minimizing the adversarial risk captures the two purposes of the adversarial training:
(a) correctly classify the natural data and (b) make the decision boundary thick.

Realization of our min-min formulation –
friendly adversarial training (FAT)
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Conventional PGD
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most adversarial data
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Early stopped PGD (ours)
generating
friendly adversarial data

Friendly adversarial training (FAT) employs the friendly adversarial data generated by
early stopped PGD to update the model.

Benefits (a): Alleviate the cross-over mixture problem
• In the classification of the CIFAR-10 dataset, the cross-over mixture problem may
not appear in the input space, but in the middle layers.

Natural data
(not mixed)

Most adversarial data
generated by
conventional PGD
(significantly mixed)

Friendly adversarial data
generated by
early stopped PGD (not
significantly mixed)

Benefits (b): FAT is computationally efficient.
We report the average
backward propagations
(BPs) per epoch over
training process.
Dashed line is existing
adversarial training based
on conventional PGD.
Solid lines are friendly
adversarial trainings
based on early stopped
PGD.

Benefits (c): FAT can enable larger
defense parameter 𝜖AXj*,
For CIFAR-10 dataset, we
adversarially train deep neural
networks with 𝜖AXj*, ∈
0.03, 0.15 , and evaluate each
robust model with 6 evaluation
metrics (1 natural generalization
metric + 5 robustness metrics)
The purple line represents
existing adversarial training.
The red, orange and green
lines represent our friendly
adversarial training with
different configurations.

Benefits (d): Benchmarking on Wide ResNet.
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FAT can improve standard test accuracy while maintain the superior
adversarial robustness.

Conclusion and future work
• We propose a novel min-min formulation for adversarial training.
• Friendly adversarial training (FAT) to realize this min-min formulation.
• FAT helps alleviate the problem of cross-over mixture.
• FAT is computationally efficient.
• FAT can enable larger perturbation bounds 𝜖AXj*, .
• FAT can achieve competitive performance on the large capacity networks.

• Besides FAT, one of the potential future work is to find a better realization of our min-min
formulation.
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